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Explanatory memorandum 
This proposal for a 1991 Council Regulation fixes the total allowable 
catches (TACs) for 1991, the Community share of them, the distribution 
of those shares among the Member States and the conditions under which 
the quotas may be fished. 
As regards the joint stocks, the proposed TACs and shares take into 
account the position of the partners during the consultations with 
Norway, Sweden and the Faroe Islands, and also take into consideration 
the recommendations of the International Baltic Sea Fisheries 
CommIssIon. 
In the case of autonomous stocks where the Advisory Committee on 
Fishery Management (ACFM) based its advice on analytical assessments, 
the TACs proposed are based on its advice. 
In the case of autonomous stocks for which no analytical assessments 
are available, TACs (precautionary TACs) have been proposed for most 
stocks according to the most recent scientific advice. 
The technical conditions proposed for 1991 are broadly the same as for 
1990. However, they have been reinforced as follows: 
the area in the North Sea in which the use of trawls, Danish seines 
or similar towed nets Is prohibited has been retained and the 
minimum mesh size has been increased to 120 mm; 
there Is a ban on fishing for herring in part of the Celtic Sea 
during certain periods so as to protect the spawning stock; 
there Is a ban on fishing with trawls, Danish seines or similar 
towed nets at certain seasons and In certain zones off the Spanish 
and Portuguese coasts so as to reduce catches of juvenile hake 
(this proposal "commun I tarizes" national legislation and takes 
account of scientific advice); 
measures have been adopted to ensure that vessels which direct 
their activity at cod and haddock abstain from fishing for ten days 
In every month during 1991. 
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Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) 
fixing, for certain fish stocks and groups of fish stocks, the 
total allowable catches for 1991 and certain conditions 
under which they may be fished 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 170/83 of 25 January 1983 
establishing a Community system for the conservation and management of 
fishery resources*1), as amended by the Act of Accession of Spain and 
Portugal, and In particular Article 11 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 170/83, requires the Council 
to formulate, in the light of the available scientific advice and, in 
particular, of the report prepared by the Scientific and Technical 
Committee for Fisheries, the conservation measures necessary to achieve 
the aims set out in Article 1 of the abovementloned Regulation; 
Whereas, Article 3 of Regulation (EEC) No 170/83, requires the Council, 
if it becomes necessary to limit fishing effort by restricting catches, 
to establish the total allowable catches (TAC) by stock or group of 
stocks, the share available for the Community and also the specific 
conditions under which the catches must be made; 
(1) 0J No L 24, 27.1.1983, p. 1. 
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Whereas, In order to ensure the protection of fishing grounds and fish 
stocks and the balanced exploitation of the resources of the sea, In 
the interests of both fishermen and consumers, there should be fixed, 
each year for the different species of which the catches must be 
restricted, a TAC per stock or group of stocks and the share of these 
catches available to the Community taking into account its commitments 
to third countries; 
Whereas, since the unification of Germany, Community law applies fully 
to the territory of the former German Democratic Republic; 
Whereas, In accordance with the procedure provided for in Article 2 of 
the Agreement on fisheries between the European Economic Community and 
the Kingdom of Norway*2), Article 2 of the Agreement on fisheries 
between the European Economic Community and the Government of 
Sweden*3^, and Article 2 of the Agreement on fisheries between the 
European Economic Community and the Government of Denmark and the Home 
Government of the Faroe Islands of the other part*4), the parties 
have consulted on their reciprocal fishing rights for 1991; 
Whereas the bilateral consultations with Sweden have been successfully 
concluded and whereas, as a result, it is possible to fix the TACs, 
the Community shares and the quotas for certain joint and autonomous 
stocks, of which part is allocated to Sweden; 
Whereas it has not been possible successfully to conclude an agreement 
with Norway and the Faroe Islands; whereas It is therefore not 
possible to establish the TACs and the Community shares for those 
stocks from which a quota is normally allocated to these countries; 
Whereas trilateral consultations with Norway and Sweden concerning 
reciprocal fishing rights in the Skagerrak and the Kattegat have not 
yet been concluded and whereas It is not possible, in consequence, to 
fix the TACs and the Community shares available for certain stocks In 
these areas; 
(2) OJ No L 226, 29.8.1980, p. 48. 
(3) OJ No L 226, 29.8.1980, p. 2. 
(4) OJ No L 226, 29.8.1980, p. 12. 
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Whereas the Community has signed the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea, which contains principles and rules relating to the 
conservation and management of the living resources of the sea; 
Whereas, in the framework of Its wider International obligations, the 
Community participates In efforts to conserve fish stocks arising in 
International waters; whereas the extent to which such stocks are 
fished by vessels of the Community should be viewed in the light of 
overall fishing activity and the contribution made hitherto by the 
Community towards their conservation should be taken into account; 
Whereas the International Baltic Sea Fishery Commission has recommended 
TACs for the stocks of cod, salmon, herring and sprat occurring In the 
waters of the Baltic Sea and the shares thereof for each contracting 
party; 
Whereas, In order to ensure effective management, the shares of the TAC 
available for the Community in 1991 should be distributed fairly among 
the Member States in a manner which assures relative stability of 
fishing activities, in accordance with Article 4 of Regulation EEC 
No 170/83; 
Whereas, in the case of certain stocks fished mainly for reduction to 
meal and oil, it does not appear necessary to make quota allocations; 
Whereas Article 161 of the Act of Accession of Spain and Portugal, 
fixes the share of the TACs allocated to Spain for certain stocks In 
certain zones and allocates flat-rate amounts of horse mackerel and 
blue whitIng to Spain; 
Whereas, In order to Improve the management of the western stock of 
horse mackerel, it is necessary to modify the description of the zones 
for which the TACs are fixed and the allocation of quotas among Member 
States; 
Whereas those flat-rate amounts of blue whiting must be distributed 
among ICES sub-areas and divisions Vb (EC zone), VI, VII and Villa, b 
and d; 
Whereas, pursuant to Article 158 of the Act of Accession, a distinction 
must be made between fishing for demersal species and fishing for 
species other than demersal and whereas the group to which blue whiting 
and horse mackerel belong must therefore be defined; 
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Whereas, in order to ensure effective management of these TACs, the 
specific conditions under which fishing operations occur should be 
establI shed; 
Whereas, taking account of the latest scientific advice, it Is 
necessary to establish seasonal limitations on certain fishing 
activities In the North Sea and to increase the minimum mesh size In 
order to limit catches of Juvenile cod; 
Whereas it is necessary to prohibit the use of nets with a mesh size of 
less than 32 millimetres for sprat fishing in the Skagerrak and 
Kattegat In order to limit catches of juvenile herring; 
Whereas, in order to ensure a better exploitation of the quotas of 
herring and hake, transfers of quotas from zones IVc and VI Id to ICES 
division IVb should be allowed for herring and transfers from zones Vb 
(EC zone), VI, VII, XII and XIV and from zones Villa, b and d to zone 
M a (EC zone) and IV (EC zone) should be permitted for hake; 
Whereas, in order to ensure a better exploitation of the haddock stocks 
in zones Vb (EC zone), VI, XII and XIV, catches In zone Via should be 
IImited; 
Whereas, taking account of the latest scientific advice, it is 
necessary to establish seasonal limitations on fishing activities In 
the Firth of Clyde, the Irish Sea and the Celtic Sea in order to limit 
fishing for herring; 
Whereas, taking account of the latest scientific advice, it is 
necessary to establish seasonal limitations in certain zones off the 
Spanish and Portuguese coasts so as to restrict catches of Juvenile 
hake; 
Whereas, taking account of the latest scientific advice, the definition 
of fishing for sole should be retained for large vessels; 
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Whereas the situation of several stocks, in particular haddock and cod 
stocks In Region 2, Is extremely serious; whereas the continuation of 
inadequate exploitation methods causes large quantities to be 
discarded; whereas it is therefore essential that, taking account of 
the scientific recommendations for TACs which are below the existing 
fishing capacity in the Member States, measures to contain fishing 
effort be Introduced; whereas, moreover, In present circumstances It 
Is necessary to reduce by at least 30% fishing effort directed at cod 
or haddock In the North Sea and to the west of Scotland, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
This Regulation fixes for 1991, for certain fish stocks and groups of 
fish stocks, total allowable catches (TACs) per stock or group of 
stocks, the share of these catches available to the Community, the 
allocation of that share among Member States and the specific 
conditions under which these stocks may be fished.*5) 
For the purposes of this Regulation, the Skagerrak is bounded on the 
west by a line drawn from the Hanstholm lighthouse to the Lindesnes 
lighthouse and on the south by a line drawn from the Skagen lighthouse 
to the Tlstlarna lighthouse and from this point to the nearest point on 
the Swedish coast. 
For the purposes of this Regulation, the Kattegat is bounded on the 
north by a line drawn from the Skagen lighthouse to the Tlstlarna 
lighthouse and from this point to the nearest point on the Swedish 
coast and on the south by a line drawn from Hasenére to Gnibens Spids, 
from Korshage to Spodsbjerg and from Gilbjerg Hoved to Kullen. 
For the purposes of this Regulation, the North Sea shall comprise ICES 
Sub-area IV and that part of ICES division Ilia which is not covered by 
the definition of the Skagerrak given in this Article. 
(5) The definition of the ICES and CECAF areas referred to 
in this Regulation is given In Commission 
Communications 85/C 347/05 (OJ No C 347, 31.12.1985, 




TACs for stocks or groups of stocks to which Community rules apply and 
the share of these catches available to the Community are hereby fixed 
for 1991 as set out In the Annex. 
Article 3 
The allocation among the Member States of the share available to the 
Community of the TACs mentioned In Article 2 is fixed in the Annex. 
This allocation shall be without prejudice to exchanges made pursuant 
to Article 5(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 170/83 and re-allocations made 
pursuant to Article 11(4) and Article 11d(2) of Council Regulation 
(EEC) No 2241/87*6). 
Article 4 
As regards the herring stock of the North Sea and of the eastern 
English Channel, transfers of up to 50 % of the quotas may be effected 
from ICES divisions IV c and VII d to ICES division IV b. 
As regards the hake stock In zones Ma (EC zone), IV (EC zone), Member 
States having a quota in this zone may, on exhaustion of this quota, 
make transfers from zones Vb (EC zone), VI, VII, XII and XIV and from 
zones Villa, b and d to zone I la (EC zone) and IV (EC zone). 
However, such transfers must be notified in advance to the Commission. 
Article 5 
1. It shall be prohibited to retain on board or to land catches from 
stocks for which TACs or quotas are fixed unless: 
(I) the catches have been taken by vessels of a Member State 
having a quota and that quota Is not exhausted; or 
(II) the share of the TAC available to the Community (Community 
share) has not been allocated by quota among Member States 
and the Community share has not been exhausted; or 
(6) OJ No L 207, 29.7.1987, p. 1. 
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(III) for all species other than herring and mackerel, they are 
mixed with other species and have been taken with nets 
whose mesh size Is 32 millimetres or less In Regions 1 and 
2 or 40 millimetres or less in Region 3 In accordance with 
Article 2(1) of Council Regulation (EEC) No 3094/86*7), 
and are not sorted either on board or on landing; or 
(iv) for herring, they are within the limits of paragraph 2; or 
(v) for mackerel, they are mixed with horse-mackerel or 
pilchard and the mackerel does not exceed 10% of the total 
weight of mackerel, horse-mackerel and pilchard on board 
and the catches are not sorted, or 
(vi) they are caught during the course of scientific 
investigations carried out under Regulation (EEC) 
No 3094/86. 
All landings shall count against the quota, or, If the Community 
share has not been allocated between Member States by quotas, 
against the Community share, except for catches made under the 
provisions of (Ml), (iv), (v) and (vi). 
2. When fishing with nets whose mesh size Is less than 32 millimetres 
in Regions 1 and 2 other than the Skagerrak and the Kattegat and 
with nets whose mesh size Is less than 40 millimetres In Region 3, 
it shall be prohibited to retain on board catches of herring mixed 
with other species unless such catches are not sorted and unless the 
herring, if mixed with sprat only, does not exceed 10% by weight of 
the total weight of herring and sprat combined. 
When fishing with nets whose mesh size is less than 32 millimetres 
in Regions 1 and 2 and with nets whose mesh size Is less than 40 
millimetres in Region 3, it shall be prohibited to retain on board 
catches of herring mixed with other species unless such catches are 
not sorted and unless the herring, if mixed with other species 
whether or not including sprat, does not exceed 5% by weight of the 
total weight of the herring and other species combined. 
3. The determination of the percentage of by-catches and their disposal 
shall be made In accordance with Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 3094/86. 
(7) OJ No L 288, 11.10.1986, p. 1 
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Article 6 
1. Fishing for herring shall be prohibited from 1 July to 
31 October 1991 within the area bounded by the following 
coordinates: 
- the west coast of Denmark at 55* 30'N 
- latitude 55*30'N longitude 07* 00'E 
- latitude 57'00'N longitude 07" 00'E 
- the west coast of Denmark at 57* OO'N 
2. Fishing for herring shall be prohibited in the zone extending from 
six to 12 miles off the east coast of the United Kingdom as measured 
from the baselines between latitudes 54' 10'N and 54* 45'N for the 
period 15 August to 30 September 1991 and between latitudes 55' 30'N 
and 55' 45'N for the period 15 August to 15 September 1991. 
3. Fishing for herring shall be prohibited throughout the year In the 
Irish Sea (ICES Division Vila) in the maritime area between the west 
coasts of Scotland, England and Wales and a line drawn 12 miles from 
the baselines of these coasts bounded to the south by latitude 53' 
20'N and to the north-west by a line drawn between the Mull of 
Galloway (Scotland) and the Point of Ayre (Isle of Man). 
4. Fishing for herring shall be prohibited from 21 September to 
31 December 1991 In the parts of the Irish Sea (ICES division VII a) 
bounded by the following coordinates: 
(a) - the east coast of the Isle of Man at latitude 54' 20'N, 
- latitude 54' 20'N, longitude 3' 40'W, 
- latitude 53' 50'N, longitude 3' 50'W, 
- latitude 53' 50'N, longitude 4* 50'W, 
- the south-west coast of the Isle of Man at longitude 4' 50'W; 
(b) - the east coast of Northern Ireland at latitude 54* 15'N, 
- latitude 54* 15'N, longitude 5* 15'W, 
- latitude 53' 50'N, longitude 5' 50'W, 
- the east coast of Ireland at latitude 53' 50'N. 
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Fishing for herring shall be prohibited throughout 1991 In Logan Bay, 
defined as being the waters east of a line drawn from the Mull of 
Logan, situated at latitude 54' 44'N and longitude 4' 59'W, to 
Laggantalluch Head, situated at latitude 54' 41 'N and longitude 4' 
58'W. 
5. Notwithstanding paragraph 4, vessels with a length not exceeding 
12.2 metres based in ports situated on the east coast of Ireland and 
Northern Ireland between latitudes 53' OO'N and 55' OO'N may fish 
for herring In the prohibited area described in paragraph 4(b). The 
only method of fishing authorized shall be drift netting with nets 
of a minimum mesh size of 54 mm. 
6. Fishing for herring shall be prohibited In the maritime area 
situated to the north-east of a line drawn between Mull of Kintyre 
and Corsewall Point from 1 January to 15 April 1991. 
7. Fishing for herring shall be prohibited : 
a) from 15 to 31 January 1991 within the area bounded by the 
following co-ordinates: 
the southeast coast of Ireland at latitude 52*30' N, 
latitude 52'30' N, longitude 06*00' W, 
latitude 52*00' N, longitude 06*00' W, 
the southeast coast of Ireland at latitude 52*00' N; 
b) from 15 to 31 October 1991 within the area bounded by the 
following co-ordinates: 
the southeast coast of Ireland at longitude 09*00' W, 
latitude 51*15' N, longitude 09*00' W, 
latitude 51*15' N, longitude 11*00' W, 
latitude 52*30' N, longitude 11*00' W, 
the west coast of Ireland at latitude 52*30' N. 
8. The areas and periods described in this Article may be altered 
In accordance with the procedure laid down In Article 14 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 170/83. 
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Article 7 
1. Fishing for sprat with trawls of mesh size less than 32 millimetres 
shall be 
Kattegat. 
prohibited throughout the year In the Skagerrak and 
2. Fishing for sprat shall be prohibited: 
(a) from 1 July to 31 October 1991 within the area bounded by the 
following coordinates: 
- the west coast of Denmark at 55' 30'N 
- latitude 55* 30'N longitude 07' 00'E 
- latitude 57' OO'N longitude 07* 00'E 
- the west coast of Denmark at 57* OO'N 
(b) in ICES statistical rectangle 39E8 from 1 January to 
31 March 1991 and from 1 October to 31 December 1991. For the 
purposes of this Regulation this ICES rectangle is bounded by a 
line running due east from the east coast of England along 
latitude 55' OO'N to longitude 1' 00'W, due north to latitude 
55' 30'N and due west to the English coast; 
(c) In the inner waters of the Moray Firth west of longitude 3* 
30'W and in the inner waters of the Firth of Forth west of 
longitude 3* 00'W from 1 January to 31 March 1991 and from 1 
October to 31 December 1991. 
3. The areas and periods described in this Article may be altered in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 14 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 170/83. 
Article 8 
Trawling and purse seining for mackerel, sprat and herring shall be 
prohibited In the Skagerrak from Saturday midnight to Sunday midnight 
and in the Kattegat from Friday midnight to Sunday midnight. 
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Article 9 
1. It shall be prohibited to use any trawl, Danish seine or similar 
towed net from 1 January to 31 March 1991 and from 1 October to 
31 December 1991 In the geographical areas bounded by a line joining 
the following coordinates: 
- a point on the west coast of Denmark at latitude 
55* 00' N; 
- latitude 55' OO'N, longitude 7' 00'E, 
- latitude 54* 30'N, longitude 7* 00'E, 
- latitude 54* 30'N, longitude 6' 00'E, 
- latitude 53' 30'N, longitude 6' 00'E, 
- latitude 53* 30'N, longitude 4* 00'E, 
- a point on the coast of the Netherlands at longitude 
4* 00'E. 
2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1 it shall be permitted to use any trawl, 
Danish seine or similar towed net In the areas described in 
paragraph 1 provided that the mesh size is equal to or greater than 
120 ml 11imetres. 
3. Notwithstanding paragraph 1 it shall be permitted to fish for 
shrimps (Crangon crangon) In the areas described in paragraph 1 
provided a separator trawl is used so that the by-catch of fish is 
not retained in the trawl. 
4. Notwithstanding paragraph 1 it shall be permitted to fish for adult 
eel (AngulI la angulMa) In the zones Indicated In that paragraph. 
Article 1Q 




From 1 September to 31 December 1991, It shall be prohibited to fish 
with any trawl, Danish seine or similar towed net In the 
geographical areas bounded by a line joining the following 
coordinates: 
the point on the north coast of Spain called Cabo Prior 
(latitude 43* 34', longitude 8* 19'W), 
latitude 43' 50'N, longitude 8* 19'W, 
latitude 43* 25'N, longitude 9* 12'W, 
the point on the west coast of Spain called Cabo Vlllano 
(latitude 43' 10'N, longitude 9* 12'W). 
From 1 October to 31 December 1991 it shall be prohibited to fish 
with any trawl, Danish seine or similar towed net in the 
geographical areas bounded by a line joining the following 
coordinates: 
the point on the west coast of Spain called Cabo Corrubedo 
(latitude 42' 35'N, longitude 9* 05'W), 
latitude 42* 35'N, longitude 9* 25'W, 
latitude 43' OO'N, longitude 9' 30'W, 
the point on the west coast of Spain at latitude 43' OO'N. 
From 1 January to 28 February 1991 and from 1 October to 31 December 
1991, it shall be prohibited to fish with any trawl, Danish seine or 
similar towed net in the geographical areas bounded by a line 
joining the following coordinates: 
a point on the west coast of Portugal at latitude 37* 50'N, 
latitude 37* 50'N, longitude 9* 03*W, 
latitude 37* 00,5'N, longitude 9* 06'W, 
a point on the west coast of Portugal at latitude 37' OO'N. 
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Article 12 
Notwithstanding Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 3094/86 and Annex I 
thereto, under Region "2", geographical area "North Sea" and authorized 
target species "sole", fishing by vessels of 221 kW or more using beam 
trawls with a minimum mesh size of between 80 and 90 millimetres shall 
be confined, from 1 April to 31 December, to that part of the area 
south of latitude 55'N. For the fishing In question: 
- the minimum percentage of target species shall not apply, 
- the maximum percentage of cod, haddock, hake and salthe shall be 
15%. 
For vessels as referred to above fishing In the abovementioned area, It 
shall be prohibited to have on board any trawl or piece of netting with 
a mesh size smaller than that of the net actually used. 
Article 13 
All Member States with cod and haddock quotas in the North Sea and to 
the west of Scotland (zones IV and VI) shall take the necessary steps 
to ensure that each of Its vessels for which, over the period from 
1 January 1989 to 30 June 1990, the proportion of cod and haddock 
combined exceeded 40% by weight of total landings abstains from fishing 
for ten consecutive days per month in 1991. 
Article 14 
This Regulation shall enter Into force on the day of its publication in 
the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from 1 January 1991. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
The President 
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( i ) (a) (3) (*) (9) 
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Arenque/ Sl id /Her lng / P é r r a / (Via) South ( 9 ) . 1 2 8 000 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 
NsrrIng /Hereng / A r l n g e / H a r l n g / IVI lb) .c ) I I DANkMRK I 
Arenque I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 
(Clupee horengue) I I I EUafta I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 2 3 840 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUHIHfJWJRLI I 
| I I NEOERLAND I 2 360 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINGDOM I 
I I I OE/Eor/ElKVEDK/EZC/EEC I 2 8 000 
4) 
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( i ) (2) (3) (*) (5) 
Arenque/ Slid / H e r l n g / Pévva / IVIa) Clyde(IO) 1 2 900 I BELCIE /BELGIOUE I 
Herring / Hereng /Arlngo / H e r l n g / | | I DANkMRK I 
Arenque I I I OEUTSCHLAND | 
(Clupee harangue) I I | EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NTDTRI AND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINGDOM I 2 900(51) 
I I I CEE/UF/OG/BX/EEC/Wi I 2 900 
Arenque /S l id /Her lng /Pér ra / IVIIa)(11) 1 9 800 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Herring /Hereng /Aringo /Harlng / I I I OAMMRK I 
Arenque I I | DEUTSCHLAND I 
(Clupee horengue) | | | EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 1 460 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 4 140 
I I I GEE/E0F/BC/EOK/EEC/EED I 5 600 
Arenque /S l id /Her lng /Pér ra / (Vl le) . f ) I 500(«) I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Her r ing /Hereng /Ar lnge /Her lng / I I I DANkMRK I 
Arenque I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Clupee horengue) I I I EUota I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 250 
I I I IRELAND I 
t I I ITALIA ^ I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 250 
I I I CB/Ur/OC/BMAEC/EEC I 900 
Arenque / S l i d / Herlng /Pévra / IVIIg).h).J).k)(12) 112 900 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Herring/Hereng/Arlnge / Harlng / I I I DANkMRK I 
Arenque I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 140 
(Clupee horengue) I I I EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 770 
I I I IRELAND I 10 800 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 770 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 20 
I I I OEC/ter/tK^DK/EZC/EEC I 12 900 
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( i ) (2) (3) («) (5) 
E e p o d i n / B r i e l i n g / S p r o t t e / l l l l o ) | (13)(93)(«) I BELCIE /BELGIOUE I 
ZopteUoptvra / Sprat / Sprat / I I I OANMMBC I (5)(14)(53) 
Sprotte / Spret / Eapadl I ho | | | DEUTSCHLAND I (4 )0«) (53) 
(Sprattue eprattue) I I | EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
| | | |_jeff|ojn^mfl | 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL | 
I I I UNITED KINGDOM I 
I I I KE/Eer/ENC/ECVEEC/EEC I (" ) (S3 ) 
E e p o d i n / B r i e l i n g / S p r o t t e / | l l l b ) . c ) . d ) (1) 1 2 8 000 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
ZapteUaearra / Sprat / Sprat / I I I OANkMRK I 14 360 
Sprotte / Sprot /Eepadl lha I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 9 140 
(Spret tue e p r e t t u e ) I I | E U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEE/ESF/ElftVEOK/EEC/EEC | 23 500 
E e p o d i n / B r i e l i n g / S p r o t t e / 11 la) ( 1 ) . IV (1) I (93)(«) I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 1900 
ZepdaUopcrra / Sprat / Sprat / I I I OANkMRK I 1 9 0 0 
S p r o t t e / S p r o t / E e p a d l l h a I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 1 9 0 0 
(Sprat tue e p r a t t u e ) I I I E U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 1 900 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 1 900 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I t UNITED KINBOOM I 1 500 
I I I I (3)(15)(53) 
I I I CEE/EaT/ElsVCOK/EEC/EEC I <53) 
E e p o d i n / B r i e l i n g / S p r o t t e / IVIId).e) I 12 000(*) I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 80 
rapeeUopsna / Sprat / Sprot / I I I DANkMRK I 3 900 
Sprot to / Sprot / Eapadl I ho I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 60 
(Sprattue eprettue) I I I EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 8 4 0 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUeXMBOURG I 
| I I NEOERLAND I 840 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
| I I UNITED KINBOOM I 6 300 
| I I OBt/Uf/OC/OK/BnC/€BS I 12 000 
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(1) (2) I (3) (*) (9) 
Anehoo / Anejoe / Sordel le / IVI11 I 14 O0O(») I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
AvrÇouria. vaûpce / Anchovy / I | | OANkMRK I 
Anchois / Acclugo / Ansjevls / I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 
Blquelrao (Anchova) I I | EUata I 
(Engraul Is encrée I oho lue) I I | ESPAfiA I 12 600 
I I I PRANCE I 1 400 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I OBE/UF/EK/EBK/EEC/EEB I 14 000 
Anchoa / Ans joe / Sardel le / I IX . X; OOPACE I 9 000(») I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
AvrCaûria. vaûpoe / A n c h o v y / 134.1.1 (1 ) I I OANkMRK I 
Anehole / Acclugo / Anejevle / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
SI que I roe (Anchova) I I I EUata I 
(Engraulle encrasicholus) I I I ESPAfiA I 4 300(16) 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 4 700(16) 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEE/EÊF/EIG/EX/EEC/EEB I 9 000 
solemn at lent loo /Lake / Lochs / | l l lb ) .c ) .d) (1) I 720(*) I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
EoJueiee / Atlantic oolman / I I I DANkMRK I 640 
fquoon atlantique / Soleona / Zalm / I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 70 
Salmao de At lent loo I I I EUata I 
(Salme eelor) I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND - I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CZE/EBF/ElsVEOK/EEC/EEG I 710 
Capoten / Lodde / Lodde / KaaeXav / 11 lb) I I BELCIE /BELGIOUE I 
Copel ln /Capoten / I I I OANkMRK I 
Mermere (Mel lotue v l I loeue) / Lodde / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Capellm I I I EUata I 
(Mel lotue vit loeue) I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINGDOM I 
I I I C22Aer/E«^/E0K/EEC/EEC I 0(17) 
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( i ) (2) (3) (4) (S) 
Boealae / Torek / Kobe I jou / Tétee / 11 lb) | 7 440 | BELCIE /BELGIOUE I 
C o d / C a b i l l a u d / M e r luzzo b i a n c o / | | I OANkMRK I 
Kebel jauv/Bocolhou I | I DEUTSCHLAND I 1 4 1 0 
(Cadue nerhua) | | | E U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 3 650 
I I I PRANCE I 800 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 770 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 910 
I I I I 100(3)(18) 
I I I CEEAar/ENB/EOK/EEC/EEC I 7 440(43) 
Baealao /Torek /Kabel jeu / Tatee / Il lie) Skagerrak 119 000 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 40(4) 
Cad / Cabillaud/ Mer luzxo b I once / I I I DANkMRK I 11960(19) 
Kabel joue / Bocolhou I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 300(4) 
(Godus aorhuo) I I I EUita I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 79(4) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEE/Ear/EmVKOK/EEC/EEC I 12 375 
Beoelee / Torek/Kabel jeu/rétae / III le) Kattegat 1 6 850 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Cod / Cabillaud /Mer luzzo bianco / I I I DANkMRK I 3 930(20) 
Kebel Joue / Bocolhou I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 80(4) 
(Oadus morhuo) I I I EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
| I I PORTUGAL I 
| I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEE/EJF/EW/ECK/tEC/EEC I 4 010 
Boealae /Torek /Kabel jau / Tataa / |lllb).c).d) (1) 1 6 1 8 0 0 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
C a d / Cabllleud/ Mer lune blanee / I I I OANkMRK I 41120 
Kobeljau» / Secelhau I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 18 480 
(Godus morhuo) I I I EUata I 
| I I ESPAfiA I 
| I I PRANCE I 
| I I IRELAND I 
| I I ITALIA I 
| I I LUXEMBOURG I 
| | I NEOERLAND I 
| I I PORTUGAL I 
| I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
| | I CEE/E8P/ESS/EDK/EEC/EEC I 99 600 
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( i ) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Boealae/Torek/Kobe I Jou/rétao / I l ia ) (1 ) . IV (1) | (93) I BELCIE /BELGIOUE I (53) 
Cod / Cabillaud /Mer luzzo bianco / I I I OANkMRK I (S3) 
Kobe I Jou» / Bocolhou I | | OEUTSCHLAND I (53) 
(Godus eorhuo) I I I EUata I 
I I I PRANCE I ( 5 3 ) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I (53) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I (53) 
I I I CEE/W/B*VEOX/EEC/E£C I (S3) 
B e e o l o e / T o r a k / K o b e I j o u / r a t a a / (Vb) ( 1 ) . V I . X I I . XIV I 14 900 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 90 
Cod / Cebl I laud / Mar luzzo blaneo / I I I OANkMRK I 
Kebe l jauv / Bocolhou I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 430 
(Godus merhuo) I I I EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 4 600 
I I I IRELAND I 1 790 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 7 830 
I I I CS/EeF/EnO/EOK/EEC/EEB I 14 500 
Becoloo/ Torek / K a b e l Jou / Tétee / (V i l e ) 1 6 000 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 160 
Cod / C a b i l l a u d / M e r l u z z o bianco / I I I DANkMRK I 
Kabel Jou» / Bocolhou I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Godus merhuo) I I I EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 440 
I I I IRELAND I 2 800 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 40 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 2 560 
I I I CEE/MF/BtG/ECX/EEC/EEB I 6 000 
Becoloo /Torek /Kobe I J e u / rétae / |V l lb) .c) .d) .e) . f ) . 119 990 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 870(40) 
Cod /Cebl I laud / Msr luzzo bianco / lg).h).J).k).VI11.IX, | I OANkMRK I 
Kobe I J e u » / Bocolhou |X:00PACE 34.1 .1 ( 1 ) I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Oodue amrhua) I I I EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 14 940(40) 
I I I IRELAND I 1 990(40) 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I tWEffoij | 
I I I NEOERLAND I 130(40) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
| I I UNITED KINBOOM I 1 820(40) 
I I I OE/EeT/lneVCOK/tEC/EEC I 19 950 
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( i ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) (5 ) 
Eglef I n e / Mu 11er / S c h e l l f i e c h / l i t lo) : l l l b ) . c ) . d ) I 4 «KM» I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 20(4) 
KaUopioe / Haddock / Eglef In / 1(1) | I OANkMRK I 3 710(5) 
Eglef Ine / Sehelvle / A r l n c e I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 230(4) 
(MelonograeMie aog le f lnuo) I I | E U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I ttiWrnPfflt I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 10(4) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEE/E0F/EtC/EO*SEEZ/EBi I 3 970 
Eglef Ine / K u l l e r / S c h e l l f i e c h / 11 to) ( 1 ) . IV (1) | ( 9 3 ) I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I (93) 
KaUapias / Haddock / Eglef In / I I | DANkMRK I (53) 
EglefIno / Sehelvle / Arlnce I I I DEUTSCHLAND I (S3) 
(Mslenegraeoue oeglefinue) I I I EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I (53) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I (53) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I (53) 
I I I CEE/EeT/ElsVeOK/EEC/EEC I (21)(53) 
E g l e f l n o / Kuller / S c h e l l f i e c h / |Vb) ( 1 ) . VI. XII. XIV I 13 000 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 30(44) 
KaUapias / Haddock / Eglef In / I I I DANkMRK I 
Egleflno / Sehelvle / A r l n c e I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 40(45) 
(Mslanograeaue o e g l e f i n u e ) I I I E U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 1 430(46) 
I I I IRELAND I 1 020(47) 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
| I I UNITED KINGDOM I 10 480(48) 
I I I CEE/E /^ElB^rtOK/EEC/EEC I 13 000 
Egleflno / K u l l e r / S c h e l l f i e c h / IVII.VIII.IX.X; I 6 0 0 0 ( 0 I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I 70(40) 
KaUspiao / Haddock / Eglef In / ICOPACE 34.1.1(1) I I OANkMRK I 
Egleflno / Sehelvle / Arlnce I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Melenogranaue o e g l e f i n u e ) I I I E U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 4 000(40) 
| I I IRELAND I 1 330(40) 
| I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBCtWG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
| I I UNITED KINBOOM I 800(40) 
| I I GDE/UF/OG/BOK/EEC/EBi I 6 000 
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( i ) (2) (3) ( 4 ) (5) 
Corbonero / SeJ / Seeloehe / | l l ( 1 ) . I l l o ) ; l l l b ) . 1 ( 9 3 ) I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I (4)(53) 
kauer, O O U S M / talthe / Lieu noir | c ) . d ) ( 1 ) . IV(1) I I OANkMRK I (9)(53) 
/ I I I OEUTSCHLAND I (4)(53) 
Msr luzzo eorbonoro / Zeorto koolvie / I I I EUata I 
Eoceeudo | I I ESPAfiA I 
(Pollochlue vlrene) | | | PRANCE I (4)(53) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I (4)(53) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I (4)(S3) 
I I I CEE/ClF/rJK/ErjK/EEC/EEC I (S3) 
Corbonero / SeJ / Seeloehe / IVb) ( 1 ) . VI. XII. XIV I 21 000 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Moùprt aoUexa / So I the / Lieu nolr I I I DANkMRK I 
/ I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 1 530 
Msr luzzo eorbonoro / Zoorte koolvie / I I I EUata I 
Eeeoeude I I I ESPAfiA I 
(Pollochlue vlrene) I I I PRANCE I IS 2 4 0 
I I I IRELAND I 5 1 0 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 3 720 
I I I CEE/teF/t*B/EOK/E£C/EEC I 21 000 
Corbonero / So J / Seeloehe / IVII.VIII.IX.X; | 14 000(«) I KLCIE /BELGIOUE I 30(40) 
Mmipn. a o U a u / talthe / Lieu nolr ICOPACE 34.1.1(1) I I OANkMRK I 
/ I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 
Msr luzzo eorbonoro / Zeorto koolvie / I I I EUata I 
Essaeudu I I I ESPAfiA I 
(Pelleehlus vlrene) I I I PRANCE I ? 880 (40 ) 
I I I IRELAND I 3 940(40) 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 2 150(40) 
I I I GEE/UF/EIC/BM/EEC/EEG I 14 000 
Abeasje / Lubbe / Pol lack / |Vb) ( 1 ) . VI. XII. XIV I 1 MXH» I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Kitpiwi aeUsM / P o l l a c k / I I I OANkMRK I 
Lieu jeune/Msrluzzo g l o l l o / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Wltte koolvie / Ail lane I I I EUata I 
(Pellaehluopellaehlue) I I I ESPAfiA I 10(22) 
I I I PRANCE I 9 3 0 
I I I IRELAND I 180 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
| I I UNITED KINBOOM I 4 0 0 
I I I CEE/CV/baVEOK/EEC/EEG I 1 100 
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( i ) (2) I (3) (4) (9) 
Abodejo / Lubbe / Pol lack/ IVII I 14 000(0 I KLCIE /BELCIOUE I 430 
Kitpivf) ooUexa / P o l l o c k / | | I OANkMRK I 
Lieu jaune / Msr luzzo g lo l lo / I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 
Witts koolvie / Juliana I I I EUata I 
(Pollochlue pellaehlua) I I I ESPAfiA I 30(22) 
I I I PRANCE I 10 030 
I I I IRELAND I 1 070 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINGDOM I 2 440 
I I I 0EE/E8FA)aVE0K/rEC/EEC I 14 000 
Abode Jo/Lubbe / Pollock / |VMIa).b) I 2 600(0 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Klipien, eeUexa / P o l l o c k / I I I OANkMRK I 
Lieu Jeune/Mar luzzo g l o l l o / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Witte koolvie /Jul iana I I I EUota I 
(Pollochlue pollochlue) I I I ESPAfiA I 440 
I I I PRANCE I 2 180 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I 1 ' T T n i M r I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEE/UF/EH&/ECK/EEC/EEB I 2 800 
Abodejo / Lubbe / Pol lock / IVI I Ic) I StKH» I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I 
Kiîpiw) aeUaxa / P o l l o c k / I I I OANkMRK I 
Lieu Jaune/Msr luzzo g l o l l o / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Witte koolvie / Jul lone I I I EUata I 
(Pollaehlua pollochlue) I I I ESPAfiA I 720 
I I I PRANCE I BO 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I tWPitWf I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEE/UF/EHB/BCK/BEC/EEB I 800 
Abode je / Lubbe / Pol lock / IVII Id) I 90(0 I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I 
Kiapieq aoUoM / C e l i a c * / I I I DANkMRK I 
Lieu Jaune / M e r l u z z o g lo l lo / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Witte koolvie / Juliana I I I EUata I 
(Pollochlue pollochlue) I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I SO 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CBL/EÊF/OC/VM/EEZ/EE& I 90 
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( i ) (2) (3) ( 4 ) (9) 
Abodejo /Lubbe / P o l l o c k / IVIIIe) I 100(0 I KLCIE /BELGIOUE I 
KÎTpiwq ooUoxa / P o l l a c k / I I I OANkMRK I 
Lieu Jaune / M e r l u z z o g l o l l o / I I I DEUTBCHLAND I 
Witte koolvie / Juliana I I I EUata I 
(Pol laehlua pellaehlua) I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I I 100(3) 
I I I OEEA^F/EtC/tCK/EEC/EED I 100 
Abodejo / Lubbe / Pol lock / IIX, X; «PACE I 4 9 0 ( 0 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Kirpivn ooUoxa / P o l l o c k / 134 .1 .1 (1 ) | I OANkMRK I 
Lieu Jeune/Msr luzzo g l o l l o / I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 
Witte koolvie / Jul leno I I I EUata I 
(Pollachlue pollochlue) I I I ESPAfiA I 430 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I HMUJfrfff I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 20 
I I I UNITED KINGDOM I 
I I I CEE/tBF/ElsVtrjK/EEC/tEG I 490 
Panoca noruego / Spoor ling / I l ia ) ( 1 ) . I l i a ) : IV I ( 9 3 ) ( 0 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Stlntdorech / 1(1) I I OANkMRK I 
Mmoie l topoKtNoparrr t o e / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Nereoy pout / Tocoud norvégien / I I I EUota I 
Code norvegeec / Kever / I I I ESPAfiA I 
Penoco noruego I I I PRANCE I 
(Trisopterue eemerkll) I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I I (3)(1S)(23)(53) 
I I I GO/EËF/Em/BX/EEC/EEÙ I (53) 
B a o a l o d l l l a / B l e n v l l l l n g / I Ho) ( 1 ) . IV (1) 1 ( 9 3 ) I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Blauor Wlttllng/rBaaauvoKi / I I I DANkMRK I 
Blue «hi tIng/Merlon b l e u / M o l l / I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 
Blouse «I J t i n g / Verdlnho I I I E U a t a I 
(Mlcremselet lue peutaeeou) I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXfAmYJURC I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I I (3)(13)(53) 
I I I CDE/EÊF/BHB/EOK/EEZ/EEB I (93) 
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(1) (2) I (3) ( 4 ) (5) 
B o c o l o d l l l o / B l o n v l l l l n g / |Vb) ( 1 ) . VI. VII I (3S)(53) I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Blouer Witt l ing/rkweouroxi / I | I OANkMRK I 
Blue ehiting /Merlon bleu / M s l l / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Blouse etjtIng / Verdlnho I I I EUota I 
(Mlcremseletlue poutoeeou) | I I ESPAfiA I 20 0O0(22)(2«) 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I UpenoyHmr | 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I I (3)(15)(53) 
I I I CEI/Eer/EeS^COK/EEC/EEC I (53) 
Beeelodl I le / Blonvl 11 Ing / |Vl l lo ) .b) .d) I 26 500(35)(O I BELCIE BELGIQUE I 
Sleuer Witt ling / rfcttdeurOKi / | | I DANkMRK I 
Blue eh l t ing /Mer lon b l e u / M s l l / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Blowee e l j t l n g / V e r d l n h o I I I EUota I 
(MIcroMeletlue poutoeeou) I I I ESPANA I 10 000(24) 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I I 18 900(3)(15)(25) 
I I I CEE/EÊF/EtC/DOK/EEC/EEB I 28 900 
Beeelodl I le / Blonvl I ling / Iv i l l e ) I 1 0 0 0 ( 0 I BELCIE /BELGIOUE I 
Bleuer Wlttllr^/rk*eeouvéKi / I I I OANkMRK I 
Blue eh l t ing /Mer lon b l e u / M s l l / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Blauee «I Jt Ing / V e r d l n h o I I I E U a t a I 
(Mlcremss ls t lus poutoeeou) I I I ESPANA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
| I I UNITED KINGDOM I 
I I I 1 1 000(3) 
I I I OEE/UF/BMB/EOK/EEC/EEB I 1 000 
Beeo led l l l e /B lonv l I ling / |VII le).IX.X:COPAC£ 1 9 0 0 0 0 ( 0 I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I 
Blauor Wlttliro/rkwoBUvOKi / 134 .1 .1 (1 ) I I OANkMRK I 
Blue eh l t ing /Merlon b l e u / M s l l / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Blouse e l j t lng /Verdlnho I I I EUata I 
(Microti 1st lus poutoeeou) I I I ESPANA I 40 000(16) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
| I I PORTUGAL I 10 000(16) 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
| I I CEE/lm'/tW/tOK/tEC/tEC I 90 000 
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( i ) (2) I (3) (4) (9) 
Msr l e n / H v l 11 i n g / W i t t I i n g / 111 lo) I 17 0 0 0 ( 0 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 
MmmuAiopos uopXov / W h i t i n g / | I I OANkMRK I 15 030(5) 
Mer len / Mer lone / W l j t i n g / Bodejo I I | OEIfTSCMLAND I 
( M e r l e n g l u e mer l o n g u e ) I I I E U o t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 50(4) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I OEL/E^/tXH/EOK/EEZ/EEZ I IS 080 
Mer l e n / H v l 11 I n g / W i t t I I n g / 11 lo) ( 1 ) . IV (1) | (53) I KLCIE /BELCIOUE I (93) 
MosKOAiapoe uapXév / W h i t i n g / I I I OANkMRK I (S3) 
Msr Ion /Mer lone / W l j t i n g / B o d e jo I I I OEUTSCHLAND I (53) 
(Merlonglus mer longue) I I I EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I (53) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I (S3) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I (53) 
I I I (XE/EoF/EeC/ECeVEEC/EEC I (26)(53) 
Merlon / Hv» 11 Ing / W i t t ling / (Vb) ( 1 ) . VI. XI I. XIV I 7 SCO I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
MeexeAiopoe uapAav / W h i t i n g / I I I OANkMRK I 
Msr len /Mer lane / W l j t i n g /Bode jo I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 90 
(Merlenglue msr longue) I I I E U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 910 
I I I IRELAND I 2 240 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 4 3 0 0 
I I I CBE/tÊF/OC/BM/BEC/EEB I 7 800 
Marlon / Hvilllng / Wlttllng / IVila) 1 6 400 I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I 30 
MOOMAIOBOO uopAév / W h i t i n g / I 1 I OANkMRK I 
Msr Ian /Mer lone / W l j t i n g /Bode jo I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Merlenglue merlengue) I I I E U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 440 
I I I IRELAND I 2 940 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 10 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 3 360 
I I I OBE/UF/OC/BX/EEC/EED I 6 400 
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( i ) (2) I (3) (4) (5) 
Mer Ion /Hv l 11 I n g / W i t t I I n g / IV I Ib) .c) .d) .e) . f ) . I IS 900(0 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 190 
MeacoAiOBoe ueplov / W h i t i n g / lg).h).J).k) I I OANkMRK I 
merlon/ lor lom/WIJt l rNj /BataJo I | | OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Merlenglue msr langue) | | | EUata I 
I I I ESPANA I 
I I I PRANCE I 11 700 
I I I IRELAND I 5 420 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I iiffifyT I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 100 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 2 090 
I I I CEE/MF/BG/EQU/EEE/EBi I 19 500 
Merlon/Hvl I l i n g / W l t t l I n g / |VI I I I S 000(0 I BELCIE /BELGIOUE I 
Hsmisltspos uapLav / W h i t i n g / | I I OANkMRK I 
Merlon /Mer lone / W l j t i n g / Bodejo I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Msr langlus mer longue) I I I EUota I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 2 000(16) 
I I I PRANCE I 3 000(16) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I UflTPIKWWr I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEE/EÊF/OC/EK/EEC/EED I 5 000 
Merlon/Hvl 11 I n g / W i t t ling / |IX. X; OOPACE 1 2 6 4 0 ( 0 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
MsoMXiapoe uapXav / W h i t i n g / 134.1.1(1) I I OANkMRK I 
Msrion / M s r lane / W l j t i n g / B o d e Jo I I | DEUTSCHLAND I 
(Merlenglue mer longue) I I I E U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 2 640 
| I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEE/Ear/DsVEOK/EEC/EEG I 2 640 
Msrluzo / Kuleule / Seehecht / l l l l o ) ; Mlb).c).d) I 1 300(0 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Meplevxiee / Hake / Merlu / Nose I le / 1(1) I I OANkMRK I 1300(5) 
Heek / Peecede brenee I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Merlueclue merlueclue) I I I EUota I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I . I PORTUGAL I 
| I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEEA*F/BKG/BBK/BEC/EEB I 1 300 
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(1) (2) I (3) (4) (S) 
Merluzo / Kukmilo / Seehscht / l l lo) (1 ) . IV (1) 1 2 140(0 I BELCIE BELCIOUE I 30 
MspJkowxiee / Hoke / Msr lu / Noeello / I I | OANkMRK I 1230 
Nook / Psscsdo bronco I | | DEUTSCHLAND I 140 
(Merlueclue merlueclue) I I I EUota I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 290 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 70 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I . I I UNITED KINBOOM I 380 
I I I CEE/Eer/EnG/EOK/EEC/EEG I 2 140 
Merluzo / KutOMlo / Ssshscht / |Ve) (1 ) , V I . V I I . I 34 110(0 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 320 
MopAoÛKioe /Hoke /Mer lu /Noeello / IXI I . XIV I I OANkMRK I 
Hook / PISCBBO bronco I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Merlueclue merlueclue) I I I EUota I 
I I I ESPANA I 10 060(22)(49) 
I I I PRANCE I 13 520 
I I I IRELAND I 1 880 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 200 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 6 130 
I I I OEE/E6F/EN6/B3K/EEC/EEC I 34 110 
Merluzo / Kulmule / Seehscht / IVII lo).b).d).e) I 22 750(0 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 10(42) 
MopAcwtoe / Hoke / Merlu / Noeello / I I I DANkMRK I 
Nook / Peocodo bronco I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Merlueclue merlueclue) I I I EUota I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 7 000(50) 
I I I PRANCE I IS 720 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 20(42) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CBE/QF/EHs/BOK/EEC/EED I 22 750 
Merluzo / Kukeule / Seehecht / |VI I le).IX.X;COPACE I 10 000(0 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
MspXmkios / H o k e / M e r l u / N o e e l l o / 134.1.1 (1) I I OANkMRK I 
Nook / Peocodo bronco I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Merlevelue merlueclue) I I I EUota I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 6 400(27) 
I I I PRANCE I 610(41) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 2 990(28) 
I I I UNITED KINGDOM I 
I I I CeE/CMf/BC/BOK/EBC/EEG I 10 000 
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( i ) (2) I (3) (4) (9) 
Jurelee / Hsotomokrol / Stocker / 11 lo) (1 ) . IV (1) | 40 000(0 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 80 
Zeoplfti / Jock It horee moekorole / I I | DANkMRK I 30 630 
Chlnohords / Sugorel lo / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 1240 
Nersmekroel / Coropoue I I I EUata I 
(Traehurue opp.) I I I ESPANA I 
I I I PRANCE I 780 
I I I IRELAND I 460 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 4 260 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 2 570 
I I I CBE/UF/EtQ/ECK/EEC/EES I 40 000 
Jurelee / HeetenakreI / Stocker / |Vb(1). V I . V I I . I ISO 0 0 0 ( 0 I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I 10(40) 
ZagpiSt / Joek ft horee moekorele / | V l l l o ) . b ) . d ) . e ) . I I OANkMRK I 16 130(40) 
Chlnohords / Sugorel lo / I X I I . XIV | I DEUTSCHLAND I 6 180(40) 
Herawokreel / Corapoua I I I EUota I 
(Traehurue opp.) I I I ESPAfiA I 31 000(22)(36) 
I I I PRANCE I 9 760(40) 
I I I IRELAND I 23 500(40) 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 81 100(40) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I S 320(40) 
I I I CBE/E0F/BHB/BOK/EEC/BEB I 173 000 
Ohlehorro. Jural / Hsetemokrel / I V I I I c ) . IX I 61 000 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Stacker / loop id i / Horee mackerel / I I I OANkMRK I 
Chlnehord / Sugorel lo / Hersmokrool / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Coropeu I I I EUota I 
(Traehurue traehurue) I I I ESPAfiA I 32 810(2») 
I I I PRANCE I 420(52) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 27 770(30) 
I I I UNITED KINGDOM I 
I I I OBE/UF/EtC/EOK/EEC/EED I 61 000 
Cebollo/Makrel / Mokrala / l l l ( 1 ) . I l i a ) ; l l l b ) . 1(93) I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I (4)(53) 
ZMUwepi / Mackerel/ Mequoroau / lc) .d)(1) . IV(1) I I OANkMRK I (5)(37)(53) 
eeomsro / Mekreel / Sardo I I I OEUTSCHLAND I (4)(53) 
(Soaaeor ooaobrue) I I I EUita I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I (4)(38)(53) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I (4)(38)(53) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I (4)(39)(53) 
I I I CBE/ÙF/ttG/BBK/BEC/EEG I (53) 
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( i ) (2) (3) (O (3) 
Cobollo/Mokrel / Mokrele / | l l (2) .Vb)(1) .VI .VI I . I (93) I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Eeouuopi / Mackerel / Maquereau / |Vl l lo) .b) .d) .e) .XI I . I I OANkMRK I 
Sgoebro / Mokroel / Sorda IXIV I I OEUTSCHLAND I (42)(53) 
(Scooter eoombrus) I I | EUata I 
I I I ESPAHA I (31)(53) 
I I I PRANCE I (42)(53) 
I I I IRELAND I (42)(53) 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I (42)(53) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I (42)(53) 
I I I CEt/UF/BIC/BOK/EEC/EBi I (S3) 
Cabal la / Mokrel / Mokrele / |Vlllc).IX.X:OOPAC£ I 38 9 7 0 ( 0 I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I 
XMUuepi / Moekerel / Maquereau / 134.1.1 (1 ) | | OANkMRK I 
Sgoebro / Mokroel / Sorda I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Scomber aooebrus) I I I EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 30 140(16) 
I I I PRANCE I 200(40) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LlffPiBTHJHC I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 6 230(16) 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I 0BE/EÊF/BM6/BX/EEC/EEG I 38 570 
Sella europee / Raoopoetto / I l I la) Skagerrak 110 000(0 I KLCIE /VELCIOUE I 60(4) 
Schol le / ZarKéra / European plaice / I I I OANkMRK I 7 800(19) 
PI le / Paeeero dl more / Schol / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 40(4) 
Solhe I I I EUata I 
(Plauranectee plotoeeo) I I I ESPANA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 1 900(4) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I OBE/UF/EtC/tOK/EEC/EEO I 8 400 
Sol le europee / Raoepoette / I I I lo) Kattegat I 1 300 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Sehol le / Zar* i ra / Europoon ploloe / I I I OANkMRK I 1 180(20) 
P i l e / P e e e e r o dl more / Schol / I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 10(4) 
Solhe I I I EUata I 
(Plauranectee plotoeeo) I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I OBt/UF/BK/BOK/BEC/EBS I 1 170 
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( i ) (2) I (3) (4) (3) 
telle europee/Reoopoette/ l l l lb ) .c ) .d) (1) 1 3 000(0 I SELOIC /BtLOIOUE I 
Sehol le/Zovuéra / Europoon plaice / I I I OANkMRK I 2 700 
Pile/Paeeero dl more / Schol / I | I DEUTSCHLAND I 300 
Solhe | | | EUata I 
(Pieuronectee plotoeeo) I | | ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I HffTT—T I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CBE/EW/E9C/E0K/EEC/EEB I 3 000 
So l i e europee / RBaepoet t o / 11 lo) ( 1 ) . IV (1 ) 1 ( 9 3 ) I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I (53) 
Sehol le / Zarnrra / European plaice / I I I OANkMRK I (S3) 
P i l e / P a e e e r o dl mora / S c h o l / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I (53) 
Solhe I I I EUata I 
(Plauranectee plotoeeo) I I I ESPANA I 
I I I PRANCE I (53) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I (53) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I (53) 
I I I CZE/teF/EnG/EDK/EEC/EEG I (53) 
Sol la europee / RBdepoette / |Vb) (1 ) . V I . X I I . XIV | 2 000(0 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Schol lo / ZavKera / European plaice / I I I OANkMRK I 
PI le / Paeeero dl mora / Schol / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Solhe I I I EUata I 
(Pieuronectee plateeea) I I I ESPANA I 
I I I PRANCE I 60 
I I I IRELAND I 7 3 0 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 1 210 
I I I OEE/EaF/EtC/EOK/EEC/EEG I 2 000 
tal la europee/RBdepoot t o / IV I lo ) 1 3 300 I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I 170 
Sehol la /ZavRera / European plaice / I I I DANkMRK I 
P i le / Paeeero dl more / S c h o l / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Solhe I I I CUota I 
(Pieuronectee plateeea) I I I ESPANA I 
I I I PRANCE I 70 
I I I IRELAND I 1 320 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I UiXEMBOURC I 
I I I NEOERLAND I SO 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
| I I UNITED KINBOOM I 1 890 
I I I CB/E0F/BKi/BOK/BBC/EEti I 3 300 
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( i ) W (3) I (4) (9) 
Bella europee / RBtajiiiitto / IVIlb).c) lB00(O I KLCIE /BELCIOUE I 
Sehol le / Zavnera / Europoon ploloo / I I I BANkMRK I 
PI l e / P a e e e r o dl mere /Seho l / I I | BEUTBCHLAND I 
Solhe I | | EUata I 
(Plaurcnoctoo plotooee) I I I fJPAfiA I 
I I I PRMCE I 40 
I I I IRELAND I 180 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUelmBOURG I 
I I I KOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CBE/EÊF/Bn/B3K/BECABS I 200 
Bella ouropoo / RJimentto / IVIId).e) I B 800 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 1440 
Sohelle/ZaYKéra / European ploloo / I I I BANkMRK I 
P i l e / P a e e e r o dl more /Schol / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Solhe I I I EUata I 
(Plauronectaa plotooee) I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 4 800 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I UmfMBOURC I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 2 980 
I I I CBE/UF/EMi/BX/BEC/BEC I 8 800 
Bella europee / RBimeiiitto / IVI I f ) .g) I 1 700 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 420 
Sehol lo / ZorwrTO / Europoon plaice / I I I BANkMRK I 
P i la / Peel i re dl mora / Sehol / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Solhe I I I EUata I 
(Pieuronectee plotooee) I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 760 
I I I IRELAND I 120 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 400 
I I I CEE/tÉF/BB/BCM/BEC/EEB I 1 TOO 
Bella europee / RBioeuitto / IVIIh).J).k) I 1 180(0 I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I 70 
Behelle / Zavuha / Europoon ploloo / I I I OANkMRK I 
P i le /Paeeero 81 mere / Schol / | I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Solhe I I I EUata t 
(Pleuronectos plotooee) I I I ESPANA I 
I I I PRANCE I 149 
I t I IRELAND I 800 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I HTBfBJ Aft) I ISO 
I I I PORTUGAL t 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 149 
I I I CH/MF/BC/BBK/BEC/EEB I 1 ISO 
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( i ) (2) (3) (4) (9) 
Bella europee / RBoopsitto / |VIII.IX.X;OOPACE I 700(0 I BELCIE /BELCIOUE | 
Schelle/Zaveire / European ploloe / 134.1.1(1) I I BANkMRK I 
PI le / Paeeero dl mora / S e h o l / I I | OEUTSCHLAND I 
talha | | j EUata I 
(Pieuronectee plataeeo) I I | ESPANA I 120 
I I I PRANCE I 480(40) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 120 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CBL/UF/BG/BM/EBC/EEC I 700 
isngusdo cowan / Tunge / Soozunge / l l l l o ) ; l l l b ) . c ) , d ) I 8 0 0 ( 0 I KLCIE BELGIQUE I 
riweaa / OMIIOJII oolo / Sole aameune / 1(1) I I OANkMRK I 820(9) 
Segllole/Teng/Llnguodo legitime I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 30 (4 ) 
(Se l ee vulgar l e ) I I I E U a t a I 
I t t ESPANA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 90(4) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CBE/tÊF/BHB/BOK/EEC/EEB I 800 
Lsnguado eoeun / Tunge / Soozunge / | l l ( 1 ) . IV(1) 1 2 7 000 I KLCIE /BELCIOUE I 2 290 
rjuidoa / Cameen oo lo / So le eosmune / I I I OAMMeRK I 1 0 3 0 
Sogl lolo / T o n g / Llnguodo legitime I I I DEUTSCHLAND I 1 8 0 0 
(So leo vu lgar i s ) I I I E U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 450 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 2 0 3 1 5 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 1 199 
I I I OBE/UF/OB/BBÊf/EEC/BEB I 27 000 
Lsngusdc paean / Tunge / Soozunge / (Vb) ( 1 ) . VI. XII . XIV I 1 3 0 ( 0 I KL6IE BELGIQUE I 
rLeooe / Coooon oo lo / Solo eenmune / I I I OANkMRK I 
Sog l l o lo / Tong / Llnguodo l eg i t ime I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Soleo vulgar io ) I I I C U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 109 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I IsttERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 2 9 
I I I CU/KÊF/BÊB/BBÊK/BBB/BBi I 130 
- 36' " 
( i ) (2) (3) I (4) (9) 
Lenguode eeean / Tunge / Soozunge / Ivilo) 1 1 3 0 0 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 840 
rJejooe / Cemeen oolo / Solo esemune / \ | I BANkMRK I 
Sogllolo / T o n g / Llnguodo I eg It loo I | | DEUTSCHLAND I 
(Soleo vulgaris) I | I EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 10 
I I I IRELAND I 180 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I MBJemTtir I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 209 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 289 
I I I OB/iÊF/tM0/B0K/EEC/EEi I 1 300 
tsegusse eaean / Tunge / Soozunge / lv i lb) .c ) I 8 0 ( 0 I BELCIE ,4JELCI0UE I 
rikeooa / Cemeen oolo / Solo esemune / | | I BANkMRK I 
Begllola/Tang/Llnguodo legitime | | I BEUTSCHLAND I 
( S o l o * vulgar l a ) I I I E U a t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 10 
I I I IRELAND I 90 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I IIWMBniMT; I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I OEE^eT^RG/^DK^EC^EC I 80 
Lsnguadc asoun / Tunge / Soozunge / IVI Id) I 3 400 I KLCIE BELGIQUE I 815 
rAeoea / Cemeen o o l o / S o l e oameune / I I I OAJaMRK I 
Sogllolo / T o n g / Llnguodo I eg I tie» I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
( S o l e * v u l g a r i s ) I I I E U o t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 1 830 
I I I IRELAND I 
I . I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUKBeBOURC I 
I I I e l l l R l A W I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 899 
I I I CBE/tEF/BtK/BOK/BEC/BEB I 3 400 
Lenguode osean / Tunge / Soozunge / I v i l o ) 1 8 4 0 I KLCIE BELGIQUE I 20 
rJkéoau / Column o o l o / tola esemune / I I I OANkMRK I 
Segllele/Tong/Llnguodo leg I tie» I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
( S o l e o vulgar I s ) | I I E U o t a | 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 209 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUmBsWURB I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM | 319 
I I I CU/tÊFflX/BBK/EEC/BEB I 840 
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( i ) (2) (3) (4) (9) 
Unguode oaoan / Tunge / S—lunge / lv i l f ) .g ) I 1 100 I BELCIE /BELCIOUE I 885 
reeooa / 0 un oolo / tolo aeonune / I I | BANkMRK I 
Sogllolo / T o n g / Llnguodo legl ike* | | | OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Soleo vulgaris) I | | EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 70 
I I I IRELAND I 39 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 310 
I I I CB/UF/BMS/BBK/BEC/EEB I 1 100 
Hnpufc eeaan / Tunge / Soozunge / IV(lh).J).k) I 720(0 I KLCIE /BELCIOUE I 80 
rJkéooo / Cemeen oolo / tola esemune / I I I BANkMRK I 
S o g l l o l o / T o n g / L l n g u o d o legit ime | I I 8EUTBCHLAND I 
(Soleo vu Igor I s ) I I I EUata I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I 120 
I I I IRELAND I 325 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUmTMBOURG I 
I I I NTOFRIAND I 88 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 120 
I I I CBE/UF/BG/BOK/EEC/EEG I 720 
Longue» oaoan / Tunge / Soozunge / |Vll lo).b) I 4 700(0 I BELCIE BELCIOUE I 80(25) 
rimooe / On in oolo / Solo oemoano / I I I MkNkMRK I 
S o g l l o l o / Tong /L lnguodo legit ime I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Soleo vulgar le ) I I I EUota I 
I I I ESPANA I 10(16) 
I I I PRANCE I 4 305 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 329(29) 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CBE/tÊF/BKi/BOK/EEC/EEB I 4 700 
Longue*» / Tunge / emezungon / |VI I lc) .d) .e) . IX. X; I 1 880(0 I KLOIE /BELOIQUE I 
rJkéeeee / tolas / tolso / Bogl tola / ICOPACE 34.1.1 (1) I I gmNanWK I 
Tong / Llnguodoe I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
(Soleo opp) I I I E U o t a I 
I I I ESPAfiA I 700(32) 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I Mlf-RLAHJ | 
I I I PORTUGAL I 1 100(32) 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I BEE/tÊF/BIO/BBK/BEC/EEB I 1 880 
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( i ) (2) (3) (4) (3) 
tolloo /Cloohvarro /Mlgroea / Ivo) (1). VI. XII. XIV I 4 040(0 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 
rJkteoz oJeMiOMrn /Megrims/ I | I OAMmWeX I 
Cordlneo/Rembo g l o l l o / S c h o r t o n g / | | | 6EUTSCHLAND I 
Areelroo I I | EUota I 
(Loelderhoebus opp) I | | ESPAfiA I 890(22) 
I I I PRANCE I 2 140 
I I I IRELAND I 830 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 1 9 2 0 
I I I tB/tÊF/BIC/BBÊ(/BEB/EEB I 4 840 
tolloo/Cloahvorro/Mlgroea/ IVII I «J 880(0 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 430 
rjkéooa stoles** /Msgrkes/ I I I OANkMRK I 
CodlrM/Roeeo glollo/Schortong / | | | OEUTSCHLAND I 
Areelroo I I I E U o t a I 
(Lepldorhoetus opp) I I I ESPAfiA I 4 780(22) 
I I I PRANCE I 9 780 
I I I IRELAND I 2 830 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 2 280 
I I I CEE/EÊF/BK/BBK/BEC/BEB I 19 880 
Oellee/Oloehvorre/Mlgrem» / |VIl(o).b).d).e) 1 2 220(0 I KLCIE C^LOIOUE I 
rJkNOO* etatioorri / Mogr lea / I I I OANkMRK I 
Sordines / sambo glol lo / Schortong / I I I OEUTSCMLAND I 
Areelroo I I I E U o t a I 
(Lspldorhoebus opp) I I I ESPAfiA I 1 230 
I I I PRANCE I BOO 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUXEMBOURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINGDOM I 
I I I CBE^tF/BK/BCK/BEC/EEB I 2 220 
tolls*/Cloahvorro/Migrans / |Vlllc).IX.X;COPACE 113 000(0 I KLCIE /BELCIOUE I 
rikéeec nAceiaern. /Msgruw/ 134.1.1(1) I I OAMMANK | 
Cerdlnee / Roebo glollo / Schortong / | I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Areelroo I I I E U o t a I 
(Lepldornoeeue opp) I I I OPAftA I tt 000(32) 
I I I PRANCE I 8 0 0 ( 4 1 ) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I lURsaBOURB I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 4 0 0 ( 3 2 ) 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I OBL/tÊF/BK/BaK/EEC/BEB I 13 000 
- 39 " 
( i ) (2) I O) (4) (3) 
Rapes nop /Hovtoeke / Sootoufol / IVb) ( 1 ) . VI. XII. XIV I 8 8 0 0 ( 0 I BELCIE BELGIQUE I 310 
Bwpanégqpe / Angler Men no I / I | I OANkMRK I 
toudroloo noo / Reno peocotrlee / I I | OEUTSCHLAND I 390 
Zoodulvel / Toeborll I | I E U a t a I 
(Lephl ieoe) | | | ESPANA I 330(22) 
I I I PRANCE I 3000 
I I I IRELAND I 880 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I REOERLAND I 300 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 2 890 
I I I CBE/ÊÊF/BÊB/BBK/BEC/EEB I 8 800 
Rapos nop / Novtoako / Sootoufol / IVII 133 080(0 I KLCIE /BELCIOUE I 3 080 
toipaaamus / Anglerfleh net / I I I BANkMRK I 
oaudroloo noo / Rang p o s c e t r l o e / | I I OEUTSCHLAND I 340 
Zoodulvel / T o e b o r l l | | I E U o t a I 
(Leantloee) I I I ESPAfiA I 1 210(22) 
I I | PRANCE I IS 820 
I I I IRELAND I 2 810 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I iJuaaaaOURB I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 380 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 8 890 
I I I tMt/UF/Bm/BOK/BC/BEB I 33 080 
Rapes nap / Hovtoeke / Sootoufol / |Vlllo).b).d) I B 810(0 I BELCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Boise* otujic / Angler f leh net / I I I OANsnRK I 
eaudroies noo / Rene peocotrlee / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Zoodulvel / T o e b o r l l I I I E U o t a I 
(Lephl ldee) I I I ESPAfiA I 1 910 
I I I PRANCE I B 400 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I UaaaaWURG I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEE/EeT/taG/EOC/EEC/EEC I 8 810 
Repos nop / Navtasks / eeotcufel / Ivillo) 1*00(0 I KLCIE BELCIOUE I 
toipaaaoapo / Angler fleh no I / I I I anJOsUftt I 
toudroloo no* / nana peocotrlee / I I I BEUTBCHLAND I 
Z o o d u l v e l / T o a b o r 11 I I I E U a t a I 
(Lephl ldee) I I I OPAftA I 
I I I PRANCE I 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I LUMMBOURB I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I I «00(3) 
I I I CBL/tÊFflmAB*AB£/BEB I 100 
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( i ) (2) (3) (4) I (3) 
Ropes nop / havtoake / Beoteufel / lVlllc).IX.X;O0PACE 1 1 2 0 0 0 ( 0 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 
toipaiooopu /Anglerf leh nel / 134 .1 .1(1) | | OnNkMRK I 
Ooudrolee noo / Rone peocotrlee / I I I OEUTBCHLAND I 
Zoodulvel /Toeborl l | | I EUota I 
(Lophllaas) I I I ESPAfiA I 10 000(32) 
I I I PRANCE I 10(41) 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I UmTMBTIMT; I 
I I I tWJWflftP I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 1 890(32) 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I 1B/t0/EMi/tBH/EBZ/BEB I 12 000 
rem* mm "Penoeuo- (Longest Inoe) / iPrench Ouyeno I 4 900(33) I BEL6IE /BELGIQUE I 
Rejer "Peneeue" / Oar no to •Ponoous' / I I I OnNkMRK I 
ropitoe *nr*etuea / | | | OEUTSCHLAND I 
-Ponoous" ohrkope / I | I EUota I 
Crevettes -Penoeuo" / \ I I ESPAfiA I 
oaaaorettl -Penooue" (Mozzoneolle) / I I I PRANCE I 3 BOO 
Oornoel -Ponoous* / I I I IRELAND I 
Coaorao -Porioouo" ( C a r o b l n o l r o ) I I I ITALIA I 
(Ponoous o p p . ) I I I LUKEMBOURC I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I OBE/UF/BMi/BSK/EEC/EEB I 3 BOO 
Coeeren nerteno / Oybhoverejo / l l l l o ) Skagerrak 1 ( 9 3 ) I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Tlofoeogornele / Tepita / I I I OANkMRK I (19)(53) 
Northern dnintor preen / | | | OEUTSCHLAND I 
Crevette nordique / I I I EUota I 
toaberol lo boreele / Mooroe gornool / \ I I ESPAfiA I 
Casera» a r t l o o I I I PRANCE I 
(Pondelue borea l l a ) I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I iJaaaaTOURB I 
I I I worn fiP I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITEO KINGDOM I 
I I I OBE/iÊF/BlC/BSK/BEC/EEB I (93) 
Clgelo / Oybvcndehusmer / |vb) ( 1 ) . VI I 11 8 8 0 ( 0 I KLCIE /BELGIOUE I 
teleergronot / KapoSita / I I I OANkMRK I 
aeceay teaotor / Lsnpousttno / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Bioaji / Laegesst lne / Loaootlm I I I E U a t a I 
(«ephreee oarvagloue) I I I ESPAfiA I 29(22) 
I I I PIWeCE I SO 
I I I IRELAND I 195 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I nTTJtRLAHP. I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 11 389 
I I I CBE/KÊF/WB/BOK/EEC/EEB I 11 880 
- 41 * 
( i ) (2) (3) I («) (9) 
Cigala / Oj> •ifchumsir / IVII | 17 880(0 I KLCIE /BELGIQUE I 
Koleorgrdnet / KapoSita / | | | BUI ITT I 
Nereoy lobster / Langoustine / I | | OEUTSCHLAND I 
Beaspo /Longoeetlne /Lageotlm | | j fUafla I 
(Nephrope nerveglous) I | | fjPANA I 1 080(22) 
I I I PRANCE I 4 300 
I I I IRELAND I 6 920 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I lUKEMBTlPi; I 
| | | MJOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 9 800 
I I I tËt/ÊËF/Bn/BBK/EBC/EEB I 17 880 
Clgole / Dyeveneahuomtr / Ivi(lo).b) 1 8 190(0 I KLCIE /BELCIOUE I 
Koleergr«nat / eapaOita / I I I OANkMRK I 
Nereoy tobeter / l ipeustlns / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
S e a o p o / L e n o B o o t l n o / L o a e a t k e I I I E U a t a I 
(Nsphrope norvegloue) I I I ESPANA I 310 
I I I PRANCE I 4 880 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I tUePmTJURC I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CEE/EK/De*rlrj^X)Ç/£EC I 8 180 
Clgele / a*a*aneamsa-er / IVIlie) 1810(0 I KLCIE BELGIQUE I 
Keleergrenot / Kepe*ita / | I I OnNkMRK I 
Neraoy lotator / Longouet ine / | | | OEUTSCHLAND I 
Seoape / Longoeet ine / L a g e o t l m I I I EUota I 
(Nsphrope nervogleue) I I I ESPANA I 490 
I I I PleUCE I 20 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I IJJmTàmXJURC I 
I I I PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I atBAEF/m/EOK/lIC/EB I 010 
Clonic / Syeveneafemsmr / |Vllld).e) 1 8 0 ( 0 I KLCIE /BELGIOUE I 
Keleergrenot / KapoSita / I I I BnttMRK I 
Msrvey leaotor / Longouet Ine / I I I OEUTSCHLAND I 
Beoapo / Iwpsit lno / Loeoettm I t I EUata I 
(msahrap* nervogleue) I I I ESPAfiA I 
I I I PRANCE I SO 
I I I IRELAND I 
I I I ITALIA I 
I I I NEOERLAND I 
I I t PORTUGAL I 
I I I UNITED KINBOOM I 
I I I CB/t^/BHB/BOK/BEC/EEB I 8 0 
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( i ) (2) (3) T (4) I (S) 
Clgole / Byaveaeahuaaer / 
Kolsergronot / NapoSita / 
Msraay leaoter / Langouotlne / 
Oeaepo / Langées t Ine / Lageotlm 
Ileus) 
IIX. X; OOPACE 
134.1.1 (1) 


















n i d 
Geographical region 
Norwegian Sea, Spitzbergen and Bear Island 
Norwegian Sea 
Spitzbergen and Bear Island 
Skagerrak, Kattegat, Sound, Belt Sea, Baltic Sea 









Northern North Sea 
Central North Sea 






















Nest Scotland and Rockall 
West Scotland 
Rockall 
West Scotland (Clyde stock) 
Irish Sea, West Ireland and Porcupine Bank, 




Eastern English Channel 















Bay of Biscay 
South Brittany 
South Biscay 



























Excluding EC zone. 
Available for Member Statea. 
No fishing for this quota may take place, in the Skagerrak, 
within 12 miles of the baselines of the Kingdom of Norway 
and of the Kingdom of Sweden respectively and, in the Katte-
gat, within 12 miles of the baselines of the Kingdom of Swt-
den. 
No fishing for this quota may take place, in the Skagerrak, 
within 4 miles of the baselines of the Kingdom of Norway and 
of the Kingdom of Sweden respectively and, in the Kattegat, 
within 3 miles of the coastline of the Kingdom of Sweden. 
Each Member State mist inform the Camnission of its landings 
of herring, distinguishing between ICES divisions lia, IVa 
and IVb. 
Except Blackwater stock : reference is to the herring stock in the 
maritime region of the Thames Estuary within a zone 
delimited by a line running due south frem Landguard Point 
(51*56* N, 1*19,1' E) to latitude 51*33' N and thence due 
west to a point on the coast of the United Kingdom. 
Reference is to the herring stock in ICES division Via,north 
of 56*00'N and in that part of Via which is situated east of 
07*00Wand north of 55*00'N , excluding the Clyde. 
Reference is to the herring stock in ICES division Via,south 
of 56*00»N and west of 07*00^. 
U O ; Clyde stock : reference is to the herring stock in the mari-
time area situated to the north-east of a line drawn 
between Mill of Kintyre and Corsewall Point. 
" " ICES division Vila is reduced by the area added to the 
Celtic sea bounded : 
- to the north by latitude 52*30' N, 
- to the south by latitude 52*00' N, 
- to the west by the coast of Ireland, 
- to the east by the coast of the United Kingdom. 
Increased by zone bounded : 
- to the north by latitude 52*30'N, 
- to the south by latitude 52*00'N, 
- to the west by the coast of Ireland, 
- to the east by the coast of the Uhited Kingdom. 
(13) Excluding catches taken by Norway in the Norwegian fjords 
west of Lindesnes. 
"
4
' Includes all by-catches of all other species which are 
caught when fishing for sprat and which are landed unsorted, 















^ and Article 5, paragraphs 1 and 2 of Council Régulâtion(EBC) 
N* 3094/86 of 7 October 1986 (O.J. N* L 288, 11.10.86, p.l) 
Except Spain and Portugal. 
May be fished only in the waters under the sovereignty or 
within the jurisdiction of the Member State concerned, or in 
international waters of the zone concerned. 
Without prejudice to the Connnnity rights and subject to re-
vision in the light of scientific advice. 
Except for Germany, Spain, France, Portugal and the United 
Kingdom. 
No fishing for this quota may take place within 4 miles of 
the baselines of the Kingdom of Norway and the Kingdom of 
Sweden 
No fishing for this quota may take place within 3 miles of 
the coastline of the Kingdom of Sweden 
(2*J Excluding an estimated pn tonnes of industrial by-catch. 
(22) Excluding the zone situated to the south of 56*30' N, to the 
east of 12*00' W a n d to the north of 50*30* N. 
For Danish vessels, no fishing for this TAC may take place, 
in the Skagerrak, within 4 miles of the baselines of the 
Kingdom of Norway and of the Kingdom of Sweden respectively 
and, in the Kattegat, within 3 miles of the coastline of the 
Kingdom of Sweden. 
For other Member States, no fishing for this TAC may take 
place, in the Skagerrak, within 12 miles of the baselines of 
the Kingdom of Norway and of the Kingdom of Sweden respecti-
vely and, in the Kattegat, within 12 miles of the baselines 
of the Kingdom of Sweden. 
t24) Including flat-rate quantities. 
May be fished only in the waters under the sovereignty or 
within the jurisdiction of France, or in international 
waters of the zone concerned. 
Excluding an estimated pn tonnes of industrial by-catch. 
May be fished only in the waters under the sovereignty or 
within the jurisdiction of the Member State concerned, or in 
international waters of the zone concerned, except for 
850 tonnes which may be fished in the waters under the 
the sovereignty or within the jurisdiction of Portugal 
May be fished only in the waters under the sovereignty or 
within the jurisdiction of the Member State concerned, or in 
international waters of the zone concerned, except for 
850 tonnes which may be fished in the waters under the 














May be fished only in the waters under the sovereignty or 
within the jurisdiction of the Member State concerned, or in 
international waters of the zone concerned, except for 
2 250 tonnes which may be fished in the waters under the 
sovereignty or within the jurisdiction of Portugal 
May be fished only in the waters under the sovereignty or 
within the jurisdiction of the Member State concerned, or in 
international waters of the zone concerned, except for 
2 250 tonnes which may be fished in the waters under the 
the sovereignty or within the jurisdiction of Spain. 
May be fished only in the waters under the sovereignty or 
jurisdiction of Spain. 
May be fished only in the waters under the sovereignty or 
within the jurisdiction of Spain or Portugal, or in interna-
tional waters of the zone concerned. 
W J ;
 Fishing for prawn Penaeus subtil is and Penaeus brasiliensis 
is prohibited in waters less than 30 metres deep. 
*-34J May be fished only in the waters under the sovereignty or 
within the jurisdiction of the Member State concerned, or in 
international waters of the zone concerned, except for 
by-catches. 
^33) Excluding quantities allocated to Portugal under Council 
Regulation (EBC) N* / , O.J. N* L / of , p. . 
(36) Excluding ICES division Ville. 
Of which no more than pm tonnes may be fished in the area 
south of ICES division IVa. 
Of which no more than pm tonnes may be fished in the area 
south of ICES division IVa. 
Of which no more than pm tonnes may be fished in the area 
south of ICES division IVa. 
May not be fished in the waters under the sovereignty 
or jurisdiction of Spain and Portugal. 
*
4
*' May not be fished in the waters under the sovereignty 
or jurisdiction of Portugal. 
May not be fished in the waters under the sovereignty 
or the jurisdiction of Spain. 
The allocation of the share of the cod stock available to 
the Caomunity in the zone Spitzbergen and Bear Island is en-
tirely without prejudice to the rights and obligations deri-
ving from the 1920 Treaty of Paris. 







145J Qf ^ hich
 n o more than 20 tonnes may be fished in the 
division Via. 
Of Which no more than 830 tonnes may be fished in the 
division Via. 
Of which no more than 590 tonnes may be fished in the 
division Via. 
Of which no more than 6 050 tonnes may be fished in the 
division Via. 
(49) Qf ^ ich 500 tons may be fished in the zone Villa.b,d,e when 
the quota in the zone VIIIa,b,d,e is exhausted. 
(50) Qf which 800 tons may be fished in the zone Vb(BC zone), VI, 
VII, XII, XIVwhen the quota in zone Vb (BC zone), VI, VII, 
XII, XIV is exhausted. 
^*' Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 6(6) 200 tonnes 
may be fished within the period 1 January to 15 April 1991. 
( 5 2 )
 Excluding ICES sub-area IX. 
(53) pjn.(token entry). 
'*' Precautionary TAC. 
- 48 -
COMPETITIVENESS AND EMPLOYMENT IMPACT STATEMENT 
I. What Is the main reason for Introducing the measure? 
Council Regulation (EEC) No. 170/83 of 25.01.1983 establishing a 
Community system for the conservation and management of fishery 
resources lays down that the Community shall fix each year the 
total allowable catches and the conditions under which they may 
be fished. 
II. Features of the businesses In question. In particular: 
a) Are there many SMEs? 
Yes. 
b) Are they concentrated in regions which are: 
i. eligible for regional aid In the Member States? 
No particular concentration but spread throughout 
development regions. 
II. eligible under the ERDF? 
Yes. 
III. What direct obligations does this measure Impose on businesses? 
Respect the quota management. 
IV. What indirect obligations are local authorities likely to Impose 
on businesses? 
Respect the quota management. 
V. Are there any special measures In respect of SMEs? Please 
specify. 
No. 
VI. What is the likely effect on: 
a) the competitiveness of businesses? 
Short-term losses in some fisheries, but the aim Is to 
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